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THE
GREAT
LIE
TESTERS!

Workers. The government, the
FDA and the food industry
guarantee they are going to be

DUMB, DUMB &
DUMBER!
re-Submitted by Magick1010
egroes are the people that
everybody tries their lies
out on. Any group of
people can tell a Negro anything
and they will believe it. Negroes
are the lie testers. You tell a Negro
he free and he will believe you.
You tell a Negro he gonna get 40
acres and a mule and he believes it.
A Negro will fight you like a pit
bull if you try to pull them up. You
tell a Negro or a Negress they got a
big nose and they’ll cut off their
nose and replace it with a piece of
plastic. Tell a Negro their hair ain’t
good hair and they will fry, dye and
falsify their hair. Whoever heard of
putting a mop or a bunch of string
on your head and wanting
somebody to call you beautiful
Negroes done gone loco-dumb,
dumb and dumber!

N

Tell a Negro or Negress they gonna
get jobs and they believe it. We
have went from the Old Plantation
to the New Plantation. Instead of
picking cotton, Negroes now
picking what chair they gonna tie
their minds too. Most of their jobs
are Civil Servants, Fast Food and
Hospital (SICK PEOPLE)

This honorary award goes out
to the great lie testers. We
know you fly and slick, so you
deserve another piece of paper
to place beside your degree or
your retirement papers!
plenty of SICK PEOPLE!
Don’t think I have forgotten the
prison industry. The Boss got
prisoners and prison-workerprisoners. Everybody on lock-down
and the stockholders makin’ money
while they do their employment
duties. Lights OUT!
If somebody say, “I’ll work for
you, Negroes think they talking
about them. If somebody say, “I’ll
help the working people”, Negroes
think they talking about them.
Dumb, dumb and dumber. Negroes
get dem jobs on the plantation and
you know they the last hired and
the first fired. Negroes compete
against each other to be a source of

cheap, temporary labor. Somebody
gotta tell the Negroes and
Negresses that the boss man wants
to keep the plantation, so he will
tell their dumb asses anything.
Dumb, dumb and dumber. Negroes
never work with anybody, but
always work for somebody until
they get old and the boss retires
them.
If a company from another race
group wants to sell their products
and services to unquestioning and
loyal consumers, all they have to
do is put a Negro in a commercial
or program it for the Negro, the
great lie testers. Timberlands,
Tommy Hilfiger, Nike, No-Lye
Relaxer, Press-Ons and Tampons
see no end in their profits.
Tell a Negro that they are going to
get a good education and he’ll
believe it. Have the Negro read a
book of backward ass lies and he’ll
repeat the dumb shyt over and over
again to everybody he come in
contact with, cause it’s what Mr.
Bo Bo said was true. Have the
Negro read a bunch of mythology
that makes him look like a fool and
he wanna make sure his children
read the shyt too.
Now the clincher is that you can
“give” the Negro a “leader” and
make up an “organization” for this
“leader” to lead. Then the Negro
say “Thanks Boss” and follows the
“leader”. Dumb, dumb and
dumber! The boss presents you the
NAACP, the RAINBOW, the
URBAN LEAGUE, the
CONGRESSIONAL BLACK
CAUCUS, the CITY COUNCIL, a
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few Mayors, a few Cabinet
members and perhaps even a
President, as long as there is no
shift in power or resources. A
whole bunch of leaders to lead you
where dummy? You don’t own
anything. You are not the captain
of any industry. You are afraid to
stake a claim on anything of value
and fight for it. Intense competition
for a couple jobs, entertainment and
some leftover food will do you just
fine. Negroes even think a snake,
lying ass white women or a
chameleon, lying ass white man is
going to help them or save them.

You just the great lie tester!

Black people voting for Trump are

The homosexual marriage is a

being called coons. Could Black
people voting for Hillary also be
coons?

Western invention. It has nothing to
do with bringing “2” families
together.

There are more Irish people living

If all it took was reading a book to

in the Americas, than are living in
Ireland.
considered a trans-gender dude?

be intelligent, a lot more people
would be successful and not have
to worry about leeching on to a
company or corporation that was
already successful.

CHEMSEX is where white,

What happens if some queer, male

Was Tyler Perry's character Madea

recreation drug users ingest GHB,
a depressant and psychoactive
drug, to heighten arousal and
spark feelings of euphoria.

Black GrapeVine newsCooperative economics gives
more Black folks the opportunity
for self-help.
War on poverty! War on crime!

SIKE!!!
Do men care if trans-sexuals use

CRACK HEAD
NEWS

SIKE!!!
Edition
Parental Advisory
May contain Explicit Content not
meant for Negro Kids

the same restroom or toilet as they
do? Do women care if trans-sexuals
use the same restroom or toilet as
they do? Sounds like the extension
of a 1960'swoman's equal rights
issue! Whatever! Exactly how
many trans-sexuals in the U.S.
anyway Shawty? Ain't they your
babies. lmao2X!

Our ancestors live as long as we
have a Black racial consciousness.
They are our main strength because
they are our connection to the
Creator. If you think Caucasians
invented race, you are dead wrong!
Don't ever think that Africans are
that stupid, they didn't know the
difference between species. Being
Black is the most intense part of
our spiritual consciousness!

Freedom of speech also includes

It's called racist if Black people try

the freedom to lie.

to help other Black people.

What kind of Negro is it that is
surprised and amazed when White
folks continue to have the same
agenda and continue to do what
they have always done?

Currently most African countries
have a ban on pedophiles,
homosexuals, masochist, sadist and
eunuchs coming from the United
States.

or female, self identifies with
sodomizing children?

In Detroit, 144 out of 146 gas
stations are owned by Arabs.

Now White people want to have
government sanctioned drug sites,
where their junkies can shoot up
under the supervision of a doctor or
a nurse, who can administer an
antidote if necessary. If a junkie
zombie overdoses, the doctor or
nurse can then deliver the antidote
Narcan, which quickly reverses the
overdose and bring the junkie
zombie back to regular White life!
This is their next bully job after
they bully everybody about gays
and trans-sexuals. Have a nice day!

Nobody has ever taught the masses
of Black people group economics.

The Constitution says that the U.S.
is a white nation, for people
classified as white..
Black people didn't participate in
the Jewish Holocaust.

Gays are fast becoming the biggest
bullies, brow beaters and name
callers in the U.S.

Beware, the melanin content of the
African woman’s fetus and her
placenta makes it more adaptable
for transplants and tissue mixing.
One of many reasons Black women
are missing.

We know you looking for
mistakes. One day you'll figure out
that you are the mistake! Carry On!
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Wigga news- Luke Walton as

Black GrapeVine news- Half a

Moor Black GrapeVine news- In

coach of the Los Angeles Lakers is
a joke.

million people are incarcerated
every year for possession of
marijuana.

some spiritual camps, Barack
Obama is now considered 50%
White and 10% Black, 20% gay
and 20% Hispanic, based on his
priorities. The "ONE DROP" rule
is still in full effect.

Anyone notice the large amount of
cheaply made women’s heels and
boots coming out of Southeast
Asia. They are mass produced and
flooding the market, with
“designer” names and brands. Their
prices range from about $20 to $40.
98% of the shoes that women wear
in the United States are made in
Southeast Asia, as well as 98% of
their clothing. They couldn’t buy
American if they wanted to!

Barack Obama was the 1st Black
President! SIKE!!!

Most Black folks are not soldiers
for their own cause. They believe
in, have faith in and love others
more than they believe in their own
or themselves. You cannot love
everybody until you love the God
presence in yourself and your own
people. Do this make sense or are
you just trying to be a wussy Yo?

Back in the day, Prince was
considered as much a negative
image for Black folks as some of
the current hip-hop artist have been
considered for the past 15 or so
years. Prince was the first Black
entertainer to wear his "pants on
the ground"!

One out of every 51 people in
Atlanta have HIV. Atlanta is now
the HIV capital of the United
States.

Scalping was invented by white
men aggressing against aboriginal
people in the Americas. They paid
per scalp.

Consumerism is a weakness, which

SIKE!!!

most of the time, has nothing to do
with investing in our people's
future.

Colorless people have no problem

Someone died for your right to

You ain't like other Negroes!

having sex with objects

The woman’s liberation movement
made a way for the Honey Toms
in Black communities to get pay
checks for betraying their race
family! Government jobs gave
them heap, good security Yo! Keep
ya mouth shut for 20 years and you
got a pension! Keep ya mind tied to
ya behind for 20 years and you got
health benefits. Your home in da
hood is your retirement “cabin in
da sky”! If you go to a nursing
home, don’t expect to see your boss
or co-workers. You got profiled
back in the day. They’ve went to
Florida, retirement villages and/or
places you can’t get in to! Sorry
Honey!

vote! SIKE!!!

Detroit once had a 90% Black
population.

Marcus Garvey never put a religion
on his movement.

When users can't access (or afford)
the medicine OxyContin any
longer, they'll sometimes turn to
harder, more potent drugs such as
heroin. Rarely do you hear anybody
say that OxyContin is a gateway
drug for Colorless people to
Heroin.

Caucasian, Latino and Asian
women have never been exposed to
chattel slavery in the United States.
Prostitution yes, slavery no!

Colors of Black oppression

More and more Caucasian

globally: RED, WHITE & BLUE!
How come our educated don't
know this?

pedophiles are murdering their
child victims and eating them to
avoid captivity. The bones are
throw to dogs.

Rude is when a complete stranger
calls you on your phone and starts
off with, "How are you doing?"

Rumor has it that Caitlyn Jenner
now wants to be classified as "gay"
now! Whatever!

Back in the day, lead poisoning
was a major issue for Black folks
and their children. That has been
joined by water poisoning.

In the Viet Nam War, the average

No more police brutality! SIKE!!!

age of the U.S. combat soldier was
19.

The U.S. continues to try and turn

Black women for Black men and

Puerto Rico and a couple more of
the Caribbean islands into
America’s whore houses.

Black men for Black women!

In the U.S., women and trans-

Only women can stop abortions!

Political slickness calls cities "cool

30 of 27 NBA teams are owned by

cities" that bring in a lot of gay
people.

Jewish people.

genders may soon have to register
for the draft. There's no exemption
and nobody gets away from the kill
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or be killed nature of war and
rumors of war.

No more Bullying! SIKE!!!
White women dominate minority
programs and the QGLBT seem to
want a piece of that action.

ROSEMARY “ROSE”
BARNES LIVES,
PHIFE DAWG LIVES,
YOLANDA KING
LIVES, PRINCE
ROGERS NELSON
LIVES, PERCY
SLEDGE LIVES,
BILLIE PAUL LIVES,
PAPA WEMBA
LIVES, AFENI
SHAKUR LIVES,
DOUG BANKS LIVES,
ALMA BROWN
LIVES, BILL
HENDERSON LIVES,
JOHN YOUNG LIVES
and STEVE BIKO
LIVE!
Acting like there is NO RACISM
is the NEW RACISM! It's just
stupidity when a Negro or Honey
Tom thinks such. They've got their
mind locked on pleasing White
folks to earn their 30 pieces of
silver!

Civil Rights. Human RightsSIKE!!!
Hmmm! If Zoe Saldana can play
Nina Simone in a movie, then
Queen Latifa can play Angela
Davis in a biopic! That would be a
lot closer to the truth.

Moor Black GrapeVine news- TV
political analysts and commentators
estimate there are 160 million
middle class Americans in the
United States. Nobody wants to say
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how many middle-class African
Americans there are in that bunch.
All they want to do is give you a
bunch of statistics and double talk
about unemployment, underemployment and who is not
looking for work! It’s bad Shawty
and nobody ever really told you it
was bad, because they were getting
theirs! Yes, they were getting paid!
Some of them still are!

schizoid and xenophobic.
Corporations are White people’s
latest efforts of not taking “blame”
for any of their criminal behaviors.
Don’t fall for the “OKEY
DOKEY”.

The freakier an entertainer is, the
more Blacks in the U.S .are prone
to miss them when they pass on.
What's up with Black people living
in the Americas.

Negro female banter & hype newsWe got to forget about race now,
we got to save America. We got to
forget about us now and try to save
America. Gender, race, ethnicity,
sexuality, none of those are
important. None of these are truth.
Forget about them. We got to find
some way to save White people,
because without White people, we
aren’t shyt! In the past, we
supported White people, because
they were right, but now we got to
support Obama, to make it right for
White people once again. This is
truth. America is truth. Forget,
forget, and forget! We need
change. Hillary or Trump??? A
white woman or a white man???
The Black children of White
slavers were not called sons and
daughters. They were property to
be counted and measured for
economic enhancement. The next
time you have a family reunion,
don’t forget to invite some of your
long lost White siblings. With the
wealth they’ve been handed down,
they just might give your children
or grand children a job!

While the corporation has the
rights and responsibilities of “a
legal person”, its owners and
shareholders are not liable for the
corporation’s actions. The owners
of a corporation can program that
corporation to be psychopathic,

VIRTUAL JESUS!
PRAISE HIM!
HE COMES BACK EVERY
YEAR WITH SANTA
CLAUS!
Our Father, which art in
Heaven…hold up, wait a minute!
Maybe we had better bring
FATHER back home!

Too many African-Americans
believe that their job is to serve,
entertain, protect and love colorless
people. Anything else would be
considered a lack of FAITH. The
only time most African-Americans
see color is when they look at
themselves.

A female that is unworthy of being
a Queen, still wants the benefits of
being a Queen, without the
commitment to her race-family that
being a Queen provides. A Diva is
not a Queen, but an actor in some
bullshyt! Check Mate in two
moves!

Moor Wigga news- White people
would rather send hefty royalty
checks to a few Negro, Negress and
ball players that entertain them,
than to pay REPARATIONS to the
millions of victims of White
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Supremacy and the descendants of
those Africans that they made
slaves in the Trans-Atlantic Slave
Trade..

Marijuana is legal and
decriminalized! SIKE!!!

If you have a culture, you don’t
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identifies with women, he should
be able to go in the woman's toilet
and relieve himself. Why is gender
so important to women? Women,
dykes and lesbians seem to have
found their way into men's dressing
rooms and lockers. What goes
around, comes around! lmao3X!

have to wake up in America and
worry about if you are gay, lesbian,
butch, homosexual, bi-sexual, trisexual or whatever. But if you
don’t have a culture or lose your
cultural, you are like a fish out of
water. That shouldn’t be that hard
to understand Boo.

During the slavery period in the

Hey Yo! Why do females that

say that somebody died for their
right to vote. They get their rights
out of the barrel of a gun. They
prefer freedom to bullshyt!

claim to hate men so much, try to
walk, talk and have sex like men?

United States, Black men were not
allowed to love Black women and
Black women were not allowed to
love Black men. Love is a liability
when your very person can be
bought and sold.

You'll never hear a White person

Peace on Earth, good will towards
men! SIKE!!!

Black people in the U.S. don't plan
to have power. They wish to leave
power in someone else's hands and
community.

Bill Clinton policies on

GET OUT MY FACE WITH
THAT BULLSHYT!

Africans cannot seriously talk
about getting economic control of
themselves unless they are ready to
go to war with Whites. That is the
reason we have stayed away from
economics for so long.

If you can catch a disease, you
ought to be able to catch healthy!

Public lynching of Black men,
supposedly ended in 1951.

When you believe the biggest lie
ever told, you can constantly be
lied to on a daily basis!

President Obama calls on public
schools to allow transgender
students to use bathrooms matching
their gender identity.. So, if a man

homosexuality…don’t tell and we
won’t ask. Hide in the closet and
we will come get you when we
need you. Now, they can hide in
the woman's bathroom and feel
safe!

If a slaver sold just one of his
female slave children to a brothel
of forced prostitution, he made
$2,500 or 20 years pay. This made
the mass raping and selling of
kidnapped African women fun and
lucrative. Though few Southerners
owned slaves, they approved of this
behavior so they all could “get their
Freak on” with Black women.

Negroes can’t let go of a blond,
blue-eyed Jesus. Every other group
of people in the world has their
God figure in their image,
particularly the man’s image,
except for the Negroes in the
Americas. Europeans have the
Negroes seeing Christ as White and
that there was nothing of substance
before Christ. This is a fatal
condition commonly called BLUEEYED DISEASE!

THE

GOSPEL
ACCORDING
TO AFRIKANS

In 2016, dudes are making
conscious decisions that they were
born to be sodomized.
What on Earth is a FREEDMAN or
a FREEDWOMAN?

The King James version of the
bible’s popularity was due to the
fact that the rulers of Great Britain's
military power were able to force
practically everyone in their
hundreds of colonies throughout
the entire world to adopt the
"OFFICIAL BIBLE OF THE
CHURCH OF ENGLAND" as
"THE ONE, AND ONLY, TRUE
BIBLE."

(OUR STORY)

As far as we know, all the humans included in these Gospels are
Black people, original people of
nature, that are un-brought, unbossed and un-paid-for.
Occasionally someone may slip
through the cracks, but we are still
working on being perfect Blacks. It
is not our intention to be quoting
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someone in the employment (under
control) of Caucasians. That does
not make one un-Black or not
Black enough, but at times it does
make a difference to our people
who is dropping science and giving
up facts. Our only intention is to
help you be prepared as your
Afrikan mind takes you on an
Afrikan journey.

CULTURE
The Gospel According To
Dr. Wade Nobles
“Culture is to humans as water is
to fish. Humans can’t exist outside
of culture. So you either in your
authentic culture which is African
or you are in some other culture.
Which could be an adopted culture.
Could be an adaptation of a culture.
It could be an aberrant culture.
When we borrow someone else’s
culture, we borrow their insanity as
well. We borrow their genius, but
we also borrow their insanity. And
depending upon who we borrow
from, the balance of genius to
insanity may not be to our
advantage.”

AMERICA
The Gospel According To
Sojourner Truth
"Truly, here the rich rob the poor
and the poor rob each other."

THE SPIRITUAL
WARRIOR’S ROLE &
QUEST
The Gospel According To
Dr. Joye Hardiman
“A spiritual warrior’s role is to
protect the people, their tradition
and their consciousness. A spiritual
warrior’s role is to grow up, keep
balance and keep trouble from
coming into the community. A
spiritual warrior’s role is to provide
examples to the youth. A spiritual
warrior’s role is to prepare for

eldership and train successors to
follow them. A spiritual warrior’s
role is to control anger, to combine
courage and humor and exhibit
grace under pressure. A spiritual
warrior’s quest is for spiritual
knowledge and the ability to know
what is true and required of them.

from their beloved native land, and
were doomed to unrequited toil and
deep degradation. "

A BLACK PARENT
SPEAKS

"Neither gods nor angels, or just
men, command you to suffer for
a single moment. Therefore it is
your imperative duty to use every
means, moral, intellectual, and
physical, that promise success."

The Gospel According To
Lulu R. Stroud-Johnson
“By the way, a truly 'educated'
Black person is able to understand
another Black person who is
'perceived' by him or her as under
or un-educated. And, we should
feel obligated and responsible to
help or put our money towards
supporting those of us who do
reach out and continue the struggle.
Like it or not, Black folk, not one
of us got to where we are solely on
our own merits....”

USE EVERY MEANS
The Gospel According To
Henry Highland Garnet

SPEAKING THE TRUTH
The Gospel According To
Judge Mathis
"Privileged kids go to counseling,
poor kids go to jail!"

EVERYBODY LOVES
THAT INDIAN
The Gospel According To

NO WAYS TIRED

Gianni Crow

The Gospel According To

"Funny how everybody loves the
"Indian" that talks about the Earth,
the water, harmony, feathers and
spirit animals. But nobody likes the
"Indian" that talks about the
invasion, terrorism, murder,
genocide, plundering and rape by
settlers."

Minister Louis Farrakhan
"You must never stop until God
call you in! I ain't no ways tired. So
I don't like to talk to retired people,
because, I haven't met a lion yet
that retired as long as he had teeth
and claws. That lion is busy and we
have to be busy!"

WE WANT
REPARATIONS NOW
The Gospel According To
Henry Highland Garnet
"Two hundred and twenty-seven
years ago the first of our injured
race were brought to the shores of
America. They came not with glad
spirits to select their homes in the
New World. They came not with
their own consent, to find
unmolested enjoyment of the
blessings of this fruitful soil ....
They came with broken hearts,

TOGETHER
The Gospel According To
Fannie Lou Hamer
"Whether you have a Ph.D or NO
D, we're in this bag together. And
whether your from Morehouse or
No House, we're still in this bag
together!"

NO JUSTICE, NO PEACE!
The Gospel According To
Emiliano Zapata
"If there is no justice for the
people, let there be no peace for the
government."
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THE WHITE MAN
(Politically Correct)
The Gospel According To
Dr. Khallid Muhammad

“Not too many people want to say
the White man anymore. Very few
from a podium or a TV talk show
or anywhere, who will straight-up
call the White man the devil. The
White man is not a devil, but the
devil. He is wicked by nature. He’s
the no.1 murderer, the no. 1 robber,
the no. 1 lyncher. The number one
enslaver, the number one colonizer.
He is the chief shedder of blood on
the face of the planet Earth. No one
has come close to equaling the
shedding of blood of the White
man.

THE WORST
CHARACTERISTICS
The Gospel According To
Frantz Fanon
"The oppressed usually take on the
worst characteristics of the
oppressor."

ploy on the part of the U.S. who, in
this grand manner, duped the world
into believing that she had freed her
slaves. What had actually occurred
was that, in 1865-66 slave
ownership (at least in the South)
changed hands from individual
slave masters to U.S. Congressional
ownership. Lincoln never
challenged the institution of slavery
itself, nor in the North where
slavery originated. Lincoln, with
his Proclamation (the original not
containing the word emancipation)
simply used the freeing of the
slaves of The Confederacy as a
terroristic threat to those States or
entities still at war with the Federal
Government by January 1, 1863.”

HEALING HERBS
The Gospel According To
Dr. John E. Moore
“For Every Disease there is an
Herb... Those of us who have no
knowledge of the healing herbs in
the coming age, shall be
destroyed...”

BLACKONOMICS

WHEN VIOLENCE PAYS

The Gospel According To

The Gospel According To

James Clingman

Frantz Fanon
“The starving peasant, outside the
class system, is the first among the
exploited to discover that only
violence pays. For him there is no
compromise, no possible coming to
terms, colonization and
decolonization are simply a
question of relative strength."

“Neither this upcoming election
nor any other election will set us
free. Our freedom will come by
building our own economic
foundation, from which we can
reward our friends and punish our
enemies.

THE FINE BLACK
WOMAN

SLAVES STILL SLAVES?

The Gospel According To

The Gospel According To

W. E. B. Du Bois

Oscar L. Beard

"But what of black women? . . . I
most sincerely doubt if any other
race of women could have brought
its fineness up through so devilish a
fire."

“Kill or work to death 100 million
Blacks or Africans then make them
your so-called citizen without
asking them. This was a very
effective International Relations

CRIMINALIZING A
RACE
The Gospel According to
Dr. Charshee McIntyre
“The English always intended to
make their colonial world AngloSaxon, and any cultural alternatives
implied terrifying negations. The
presumptions of cultural
superiority, the assumptions of
God's chosen people which
justified their civilizing the world
and proselytizing in the name of
one "true" God and reaping the
attendant economic benefits, all
would have been negated by their
acknowledging alternative world
views. So the English/Europeans
embarked on a process of
dehumanizing the African to justify
the racialistic chattel slave system
they developed in the western
hemisphere; and the process of
regression became part of that
dehumanization.”

AFRIKANS IN PRISON
The Gospel according to
Dr. Charshee McIntyre
“To distinguish the prisons from
earlier jails and to suggest the
essence of what the institution
should be doing, these do-gooders
coined a new name, penitentiaries,
implying that prisoners would be
taught to be penitent regarding their
crimes.”
“These do-gooders created
penitentiaries for the reformation of
deviants. They considered free
Africans in America a natural
population for these new
institutions that began imprisoning
African males in America as far
back as 1790.”

THEY WON'T TAKE ME
ALIVE
The Gospel According To
Harriet Tubman
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"There was one of two things I had
a right to, liberty, or death; if I
could not have one, I would have
the other; for no man should take
me alive.

NEVER WOUND A
SNAKE
The Gospel According To
Harriet Tubman

ZIMBABWE

Sometimes I need you

The Gospel According To

Whether your never there

Cynthia McKinney

I guess I got selfish ways

“To any honest observer,
Zimbabwe's sin is that it has taken
the position to right a wrong,
whose resolution has been too long
overdue--to return its land to its
people.”

"Never wound a snake, kill it."

So I'll wait for the day
When I feel your arms around me
They surround me, they surround
and their always around me
Oh and love buddies that what we
are

OVER ACID CONDITION

Two love buddies that what we are

The Gospel According To

LITTLE RED CORVETTE

Dr. Mona Harrison

Prince

"Cysts are the beginning of tumors,
which lead to cancer because
minerals are deficient from that
part of the body. Cancer is a long
period of mineral deficiency caused
by an over acid condition of the
body."

I guess I should of known
By the way you parked your car
sideways
That it wouldn't last

THE NILE VALLEY

WHEN A MAN LOVES A
WOMAN

The Gospel According To

Percy Sledge

Dr Kwame Nantambu
"Europeans were by no means the
pioneer of human civilization. Half
of man's recorded history had
passed before anyone in Europe
could read or write. The priests of
Egypt began to keep written
records between 4000 and 3000
B.C., but more than two thousand
years later, the poems of Homer
were still being circulated in the
Greek city-states by word of
mouth. Shortly after 3000 B.C.,
while the pharaohs were building
the first pyramids, Europeans were
creating nothing more
distinguished than huge garbage
heaps.
The fact of the matter is that the
famous, well known Greeks
(Europeans) whom we study and
revere in school curricula today all
studied at the feet of the ancient
Egyptians-Afrikans in the Nile
Valley, Kemet.

When a man loves a woman

See you the kind of person
That believes in makin' out once
Love 'em and leave 'em fast
Little red corvette
Baby you're must too fast

Can't keep his mind on nothing else
He'll change the world
For the good thing he has found
If she is bad, he can't see it
She can do no wrong
Turn his back on his best friend
If he put her down

GOSPEL MUSIC
Mahalia Jackson
"Gospel music is nothing but
singing of good tidings - spreading
the good news. It will last as long
as any music because it is sung
straight from the human heart."

STILL I RISE

I LOVE MY HAIR
BECAUSE

Maya Angelou

Trace Ellis Ross

“Black women have not
historically stood in the pulpit, but
that doesn't undermine the fact that
they built the churches and
maintain the pulpits.”

"I love my hair because it is a
reflection of my soul. It's dense, it's
kinky, it's soft, it's textured, it's
difficult, it's easy and it's fun!"

LOVE BUDDIES

THEIR EYE WERE
WATCHING GOD

Billy Paul

You only come around
When your love comes drown

Zora Neale Hurston
“Ships at a distance have every
man’s wish on board. For some
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they come in with the tide. For
others they sail forever on the
horizon, never out of sight, never
landing until the watcher turns his
eyes away in resignation, his
dreams mocked to death by time.
That is the life of men. Now,
women forget all those things they
don’t want to remember and
remember everything they don’t
want to forget. The dream is the
truth. Then they act and do things
accordingly.”

AFRICAN RACE
The Gospel According To
Benjamin Banneker
"I am of the African race, and in
the color which is natural to them
of the deepest dye; and it is under a
sense of the most profound
gratitude to the Supreme Ruler of
the Universe."

TALKING SHYT
The Gospel According To
Fidel Castro
"The U.S. will come to us to talk to
us when they have a Black
President and the world has a Latin
American Pope."

THE NEGRO LEADER
The Gospel According To
Malcolm X
“The slave master took Tom and
dressed him well, and fed him well,
and even gave him a little
education, a little education; gave
him a long coat and a top hat and
made all the other slaves look up to
him. Then he used Tom to control
them. The same strategy that was
used in those days is used today, by
the same White man. He takes a
Negro, a so-called Negro, and
makes him prominent, build him
up, publicize him, make him a
celebrity. And then he becomes a
spokesman for Negroes and a
Negro leader.”

BOOK OF DEMONOLGY
KING JAMES I
The Gospel According To
Sister Faola Ifagboyede
“King James dealt very, very
highly in witchcraft. Most of us are
familiar with his book the Bible,
but he also wrote a book on
witchcraft (The Book of
Demonology). In this book he deals
with the whole art of imitation and
explains the Bible. The media is
about imitating. Our people are
under a spell at this point. So many
of us will be loss along the way. If
we don’t get this information out to
our people, we will go under.

UNITED STATES

CHUMPS

The Gospel According To

The Gospel According To

Dr. Phil Valentine

Malcolm X

“The society is matriarchal. This is
a feminist society. Feminist
thinking and psychotic society and
you can see it in the way that their
men act. You can always tell the
specific vent of a society by the
way that it wages war. There is no
hand to hand anymore. It’s hooded,
masked, I kill you in your sleep. I

“The world pushes the African
around because we give the
impression that we are chumps, not
champs, but chumps, weaklings,
falling over ourselves to follow
other people rather than our own
traditions.”

bomb you from 40,000. That’s
female fighting.”

FEMINIZATION
The Gospel According To
Dr. Phil Valentine
“Feminization is what happens to a
society right before it falls. At the
end of every great civilization the
women are outside the home, they
are in the military, they don’t take
care of the children, homosexuality
is rampant and the government is
despotic. That is the end, not the
beginning.”

HAIR
The Gospel According To
Dr. Paul Goss
“Hair power is stronger when hair
has not been exposed to elements
not in harmony with nature. Hair
changes that destroy and alter the
original hair are not in harmony
with nature."

RACE RELATIONS
The Gospel According To
Attorney Johnnie Cochran
“Race plays a part of everything in
America and we need to understand
that. And when we stop ducking
and dodging from that, we’ll be
better off!

POWER TO DENY THE
TRUTH
The Gospel According To
Dr. Amos Wilson
"The virtually unchallenged social
power wielded by the White
supremacist establishment enables
it to block out, censor, degrade and
deny the truth and severely limit
the dissemination of all important ,
positive information, ideas,
ideologies, values etc relative to
Afrikans, except those which are
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compatible with and supportive of
White superiority."

AMERICAN SLAVERY
The Gospel According To
Henry Highland Garnet
"They endeavor to make you as
much like brutes as possible. When
they have blinded the eyes of your
mind- when they have embittered
the sweet waters of life- when they
have shot out the light which shines
from the word of God, then and not
till then, has American slavery
done its perfect work."

Dr. Jawanza Kunjufu
“If a girl is reared in a household
where she has never seen a man,
than she is led to believe her Ma
Ma can do it all. She does not know
what men do. Than the first time
that he doesn’t do what she wants
him to do, than it’s time to go.”
“To marry a sister that has not seen
a man in the home can be suicidal.”

EUROPEAN
FACTS

Mary McLeod Bethune
"Next to God we are indebted
to women, first for life itself,
and then for making it
worth living."

WOMANHOOD
The Gospel According To
Mary McLeod Bethune
"Whatever glory belongs to the
race for a development
unprecedented in history for the
given length of time, a full share
belongs to the womanhood of the
race."

reliability at launching satellites
into orbit than any other country.
The missiles they use are the same
type that can launch nuclear war
heads into the United States.
a global ranking of the world's most
competitive economies, landing at
fifth place because of its huge
deficits and declining public faith
in government.
there are as many women battering
men as there are men battering
women. Male victims of female
scorn and domestic violence is no
longer a well kept secret.

Ra Un Nefer Amen

The Gospel According To

China has more success and

In Caucasoid dominated societies,

The Gospel According To

INDEBTED TO WOMEN

as quiet as it’s kept, women are
perpetrators of half the sexual
abuse on children.

The US has tumbled further down

NOT OUT OF GREECE

"Were it not for the contributions
of Egyptians and Sumerians to
mathematics we would definitely
not have progressed to the present
level of science. We would still be
in the dark age Europe of 2000
years ago. In other words, the
origin of logic, science and
mathematics is not out of Greece."

In Caucasian dominated societies,

Caucasians have always had
pedophiles that pursue toddlers.

(SUBURBAN MYTHS?)

White people are the people most

Believe it or not!

likely to commit crimes against
homosexuals, the handicapped and
trans-sexuals.

In European dominated societies,
wombs are now being rented.

There were 47,000 American
overdose deaths in 2014 — 60
percent from heroin and related
painkillers like Fentanyl.

The first people the Spanish
Conquistadors raped in their newly
conquered lands in the New World
were the men.

In the U.S., about 650,000 people
go bankrupt every year because of
medical bills.

Ancient Romans imported
Portuguese urine to use as
mouthwash . Urine was used well
into the 18th century to fight bad
breath.

Europe has a larger percentage of

reason to the exclusion of spirit.

its land mass that is jungle than
Africa.

Animal sex is not illegal in Sweden

White people, whether they are

and every year between 200 & 300
pets are injured because of sexual
assaults.

believers or atheists, think that they
have control over God.

Many believe that OxyContin, a

At one time, there were more Irish

powerful, bestselling
painkiller, is partially responsible
for America's prescription opioid
epidemic. The FDA approved
OxyContin in 1995.

Europeans choose intellect and

in Americas prison system than any
other group.

NO MAN AT HOME

Europeans are not multi-

The Gospel According To

dimensional beings.
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The Spanish Conquistadors
destroyed the families, the gods and
the cultural norms of the people of
Mexico and many South American
cultures.

White folks are going to be White
folks no matter what.

Caucasians are the only group of
males and females that has
mythology about desires to have
sex with their mothers.

Color-less males and females work
tirelessly & endlessly trying to
invent some cases of Black
terrorism to feed their sheep and to
disguise their xenophobia.

European scientists are the only
scientist that proclaim that
Caucasians are evolved apes, but
Caucasians are the only people on
the planet that call people of other
groups besides their own,
monkeys!

Lupus is a systemic, inflammatory
type of arthritis most commonly
seen in White females. The disease
affects joints and organs, often with
a characteristic rash.

MEN DO NOT THINK
The Gospel According To
Adolph Hitler
"What luck for rulers that men do
not think."

BROADMASS OF A
NATION
The Gospel According To
Adolph Hitler
"The broad mass of a nation . . .
will more easily fall victim to a big
lie than to a small one."

ART OF LEADERSHIP
The Gospel According To
Adolph Hitler
"The art of leadership. . . consists
in consolidating the attention of the
people against a single adversary
and taking care that nothing will
split up that attention. . . ".

POPULAR
PROPAGANDA
The Gospel According To

Caucasians invented slavery,
deriving from their bondage of
Slavic peoples. Caucasians were
the 1st people to build prisons
and/or dungeons in Europe, the
Americas and Africa.

"All propaganda has to be popular
and has to accommodate itself to
the comprehension of the least
intelligent of those whom it seeks
to reach."

The United States is the Gender

FORGET

Blender capital of the world. No
nation on the planet comes close to
having as many people confused
about their sexual orientations as
the people of the U.S.

The RED CROSS is the modern
day Dracula.

ABOUT

COLOR?
HELL NO!

RHETORIC

re-submitted by MAGICK1010

The Gospel According To

Black people that choose to forget

Adolph Hitler

who they are and from whence they
came, easily say, “Forget About
Color!” They act like the God they
worship did something wrong in
making the original people

"The broad masses of a population
are more amenable to the appeal of
rhetoric than to any other force."

BLACK. They act like the Black
women that we came from, are not
different from lupiderms, mutant
albinos or the pale-people of the
desert. These Negroes are weak and
believe their need for a job,
money, sex, prestige, power, a few
crumbs or whatever is worth losing
their dignity for and betraying the
other members of their race-family.
They want everybody to forget
about color and become the
equivalent of a SNITCH or
UNCLE TOM just like them! They
feel that material things will justify
the betrayal of their race-family. I
say, “HELL NO!!
People of other race groups that
want power and resources to
expand their tribes, always tell
Black people to forget their color.
Other races and weak people would
love for Black people to never
remember their powers. Not
remember where they came from
and who they really are. Not to
remember their trials, tribulations
and what we are suppose to be
about. Not to remember our
relationship with the ALL
MIGHTY. Other groups love when
we can’t remember who, what,
when, where and why. Then, we as
a race-family must be dependent,
pretentious and stupid. FORGET,
FORGET, FORGET! HELL NO!
Now Yo, this don’t mean that you
get Color-Struck or walk around
with a Color-Complex, but you
must have pride in your melanated
skin no matter what kind of nonsense our enemies want to come
out their mouth with. Your melanin
(color) is your connection to your
spirituality, that is if your brain
ain’t been turned backwards. Ya
know what I mean?
We all should remember the stories
Europeans and Negroes tell of how
rival groups of Africans sold other
Africans into slavery. They knew
not what Europeans and Arabs had
in mind, but they still violated
neighboring Black people. These
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Africans are fine examples of
Blacks that forgot about color. Let
this be a lesson learned. BLACKS
THAT FORGET ABOUT COLOR,
WILL SELL YOU OUT! History is
repeating itself. Please remember,
Blacks that Forget about Color are
treacherous, THEY WILL SELL
YOU OUT! Blacks that will forget

Jim Crow Laws developed in the

about color, will SELL

94% of married Black women in

YOU

OUT!

BLACK
FACTS

North, not the South.

departed the U.S. with the British
army in 1781-83.

Most Black people make the faulty

When the Caucasians first arrived

assumption that Caucasians are in
the Human kingdom, but
Caucasians tell them the truth when
they say that they are in the animal
kingdom.

in Kemet, Black high-culture was
already in its decline after millions
of years of civilization. Caucasian
archaeologists are still studying our
remains to see where we have been
and trying to prepare for when we
return.

the U.S. are married to Black men.

Brazil has one of the largest land
ownership divides in the world. An
estimated 50 percent of private land
is owned by 1 percent of the
population.

1 in 15 Black adults in America
To get Africans to be slaves, they

Right after slavery ended, the

No Black man was ever born to

or child) that was ever lynched in
the United States had their private
parts removed. This cruelty cannot
be explained away.

stick his penis in a bowel
movement.

Dark Matter or the primordial

The spirit of Black folks is the only
spiritual consciousness in the
United States.

Black people are damaged on the

due to an Ice Age.

Most melanin dominant people

waters of Nun are the very essence
of Black people.
continent of Africa from
colonization and neo-colonialism.

Most Black Christians of the

carry “O” positive blood, the blood
of the Profits.

United States use the official bible
of the Church of England as their
one and only bible.

Afrikans are multi-dimensional

There is no argument or challenge

beings.

that the NUBIANS were all Black
people. They are the world’s oldest
known monarchy, bringing forth
twelve pharaohs. The Nubians are
the link between the high-culture of
Kemet (Egypt) and central East
Afrika. The Nubians had little or no
foreign influence, nothing from
Caucasoid or Asiatic cultures.

86% of married Black men in the
U.S. are married to Black women.

Nobody has ever taken the time to
teach African people that they are
chemically & neurologically
different than anyone else. They
can raise and honor differences
about everything on this planet
(plants, animals) except humans.

At birth, there are more Black boys
born into the world than there are
Black girls.

Every Black person (man, woman

Eskimos never lost their melanin

Imperialism. He weakened the
British, the French, the Portuguese,
the Belgium’s. That is how many
Africans got independence.

are behind bars.
had to be detached from their
culture and attached to a concept
called industrial education.

All knowledge is rooted in
reality

Hitler weakened European

More Blacks fought with the
British than on the side of the
Colonist- 25,000 former slaves

Mississippi legislature enacted
Black Codes which restricted the
rights and freedom of movement of
the freedmen. The Black Codes
enacted in Mississippi and other
Southern states virtually reenslaved the freedmen. In some
states any white could arrest any
Black. In other states minor
officials could arrest Black
"vagrants" and "refractory and
rebellions Negroes" and force them
to work on roads and levees
without pay. "Servants" in South
Carolina were required to work
from sunrise to sunset, to be quiet
and orderly and go to bed at
"reasonable hours." It was a crime
in Mississippi for Blacks to own
farmland; in South Carolina Blacks
had to get a special license to work
outside the domestic and farm
laborer categories.

Check out our African
and African inspired
products!
http://bit.ly/1JsOpxV

SEE YA!

